Oscillatory cycles of membrane protrusion and retraction at the leading edge are a common feature of cell migration. Protrusions are membrane extensions characterized by dynamic nascent adhesions and actin polymerization, while retractions are contractile events characterized by the presence of elongating adhesions associated with actomyosin bundles (Figure 1 ) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Alternation between these two phases establishes an oscillatory wave [1, 5] .
Despite extensive documentation of protrusion-retraction cycles in a variety of migratory cells from Dictyostelium to mammalian fibroblasts [1, 4] , the mechanism that determines their periodicity is still unclear, and may vary among cell types. In general, the proposed mechanisms postulate that actomyosin reorganization at the lamellipodia-lamella interface establishes protrusion-retraction cycles [1, 5] . The balance between actin polymerization within the lamellipodium and actin de-polymerization and bundling near the lamellipodia-lamella interface likely results from separation of activities that nucleate actin, such as Arp2/3, from those that depolymerize, bundle and contract actin, like cofilin and myosin II [1, 4, 6] . In mammalian cells, myosin IIA and myosin light chain kinase move in waves coincident with retrograde actin flow [4, 5] . Presumably this phosphorylates and activates myosin II, which bundles and contracts actin filaments within the lamellum [4] .
Inhibition of myosin activity alters the oscillatory cycles [4, 5] .
Rho GTPases are signaling convergence points that regulate the localized activities involved in actin dynamics and organization [7] . Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) activate Rho GTPases, leading to membrane association, while GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) stimulate GTPase activity, leading to Rho GTPase inhibition [7] . GDP dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) bind to inactive Rho, sequestering it in the cytosol away from the activating GEFs at the membrane [7] . In a highly coordinated spatial and temporal activity profile at the leading edge, RhoA activity peaks with protrusion formation, followed by Cdc42 and Rac activation, which likely initiates the next protrusion cycle [8] .
In spite of the evidence that coordinated RhoGTPase activity drives diverse actomyosin assemblies to produce protrusion-retraction cycles, an 'oscillator' that synchronizes these dynamic processes is now described in a recent study. Tkachenko et al. [9] identified an oscillatory loop between protein kinase A (PKA) activity and RhoA-Rho-GDI association that underlies protrusion-retraction cycles (Figures 1 and 2 ). Using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) biosensors that report local PKA and RhoA activity, they correlated molecular activity with cell edge movement, thereby determining the precise spatial and temporal activities of these various components. They also demonstrated that disruption of these oscillatory components, using inhibitors and mutants, altered the frequency, duration, magnitude, and propagation of the protrusion-retraction cycle.
Previous work identified PKA as an integrin-associated kinase that is active at the leading edge and contributes to cell migration [10, 11] . This positioning of PKA activity at the leading edge coupled with its ability to regulate actomyosin assembly through RhoGTPase activity [12] led Tkachenko et al. [9] to investigate whether PKA serves as the oscillator that establishes protrusion-retraction cycles. Using the cell leading edge as a spatial and temporal reference point, they observed that PKA activity correlated with protrusion formation. Inhibition of PKA activity disrupted protrusion-retraction cycles, resulting Figure 1 . PKA establishes a protrusionretraction oscillation by phosphorylating RhoA. Protrusions drive actin polymerization (blue lines) and adhesion formation (pink circles). Both Rho and PKA are active (*) in protrusions. However, PKA phosphorylates RhoA at the leading edge and removes it from the membrane by promoting the association between RhoA and RhoGDI, leading to sequestration of RhoA in the cytosol. Retraction formation is characterized by actomyosin bundles (blue bundles) and elongating adhesions (pink ovals).
in decreased frequency of protrusion formation, but it increased the protrusion amplitude, duration, and transverse propagation. Thus, PKA activity regulates protrusion-retraction cycles.
The authors hypothesized that PKA regulates protrusion-retraction through its substrate RhoA, whose activity at the leading edge similarly correlates with protrusion formation [8] . PKA phosphorylates RhoA on Ser188, leading to increased RhoGDI association and decreased RhoA signaling [13] . Expression of a PKA-resistant RhoA mutant, RhoA S188A , disrupted the synchrony between protrusion and RhoA activity, demonstrating that Ser188 controls the timing of RhoA activity at the leading edge. Increased RhoA activity phenocopied PKA inhibition, further suggesting that PKA inactivates RhoA to mediate oscillation. Consistent with this observation, RhoGDI overexpression restored protrusion-retraction cycles in both PKA-deficient cells and cells with increased RhoA activity. However, a RhoA mutant deficient in GDI binding could not be rescued by RhoGDI overexpression. These results demonstrate that PKA-mediated regulation of the association between RhoA and RhoGDI controls protrusion-retraction cycles.
Since integrin engagement is required for PKA activity in protrusions, Tkachenko et al. [9] postulated that adhesion formation regulates PKA activity [10] . Plating cells on micropatterned stripes of fibronectin and poly-L-lysine created alternating adherent and non-adherent regions. They observed enhanced PKA activity within the adherent regions, demonstrating that adhesions in protrusions generate PKA activity.
Thus, Tkachenko et al. [9] have demonstrated an adhesion-based signaling pathway that regulates protrusion-retraction cycles (Figures 1  and 2 ). Since force can affect these cycles [4, 14] , it raises the question of whether the rigidity of the substrate affects PKA and RhoA activity and, if so, how? Maximal PKA activity is observed w20 seconds after protrusion [9] , which corresponds with maximal F-actin assembly [15] , suggesting that PKA may be recruited to nascent adhesions, which require actin polymerization for their formation [3, 10] . Indeed, both actin polymerization and integrin engagement are prerequisite for PKA activity [10] . If force regulates the oscillator, RhoGDI mutations in various cancers may produce migration that is independent of the stiffness of the microenvironment [16] . Finally, the mechanism by which RhoA activity regulates protrusion-retraction remains unclear. Increased RhoA activity results in protrusions that are less frequent but have a larger amplitude and longer duration. One potential mechanism is that RhoA increases the actin polymerization rate through its effect on formins [17] . Alternatively, RhoA may decrease the frequency of collisions that terminate protrusions. This could occur through RhoA-mediated phosphorylation of myosin regulatory light chain and myosin activation [18] . Consistent with this hypothesis myosin inhibition disrupts protrusion-retraction cycles [4, 5] . In this context, it will be informative to determine whether the concerted activities of actin polymerization and myosin contractility are necessary for protrusion-retraction oscillations. Finally, the balance between Rac and Rho activities at the leading edge and their apparent reciprocity could also regulate oscillation and requires further investigation [19] . 
